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Chapter 1

Nova Scotia Roots
Joshua and Hannah

This early map of Nova Scotia shows Cape Cod
directly across from Nova Scotia’s shores.

T

here was a lot at stake in the conflict between France and
Britain over the New World and its riches in the mid-1700s,
when each powerful government was eager to control the
American continent. The French had a firm grip on Acadia, a colony
including what became known as Nova Scotia after the English
finally won its claim on the peninsula in 1755, forcing the French
settlers to leave land they had farmed for generations. Britain
bolstered her dominion in the region by offering the vacated land to
her own colonists rent-free for up to ten years, an offer particularly
attractive to families in the Cape Cod area of Massachusetts. Among
the earliest settlers migrating across the Gulf of Maine to Yarmouth,
Nova Scotia, were the Corning, Cann and Crosby families, wealthy
New Englanders already skilled in fishing and shipping and ready to
take advantage of this new opportunity.
Joshua Crosby1 and Hannah Corning Cann,2 both of whom were born
and raised in Yarmouth, were each connected to these three families
through several generations of intertwining marriages. Joshua’s
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mother, Emma (Mattingly) Crosby,3 and Hannah’s mother, Thankful
(Corning) Cann4 were cousins5 who not only lived near each other in
the coastal town, but kept their wide and complex family relationships
alive through frequent letters and visits, especially when their men
were away on the lengthy sea voyages that were the foundation of
their fortunes.
Joshua’s father Lemuel Crosby6 not only owned the twelve-ton
schooner, Polly, but was joint owner of a thirty-ton schooner, Betsey,
with his brothers Knowles7 and James.8 Although the Crosby brothers
all cultivated productive farms,9 they were first and foremost
seafaring men10 who transported dried and pickled fish, lumber and
shingles to Europe, South America and the Caribbean, returning with
rum, sugar, spices, tea, molasses, citrus fruit, china, textiles and raw
cotton.11
Already well-established in Yarmouth when the Crosby brothers
arrived in 1772, were members of the extended Corning families.
Hannah Cann’s great-grandfather David Corning12 “had large
possessions both in lands and stock. His dairy consisted of forty milch
cows” on an “estate named Misreium.”13 His son Ebenezer Corning14
married Abigail Batchelder,15 a well-educated young woman who was
also from a family “rich in this worlds goods.”16 Abigail “was the
most ladylike woman that I was ever acquainted with, a pattern for
her sex,” recalled her granddaughter Thankful Amelia Bancroft.17
“Her education did not consist solely in books, but in every branch of
learning. Her parlor was a school room from the beautiful needle
work and embroidery. She would descend to the kitchen with an easy
grace of manner that she would strike all beholders with
admiration.”18 It was in this refined atmosphere that Abigail’s
daughter Thankful Corning19 was taught social graces and feminine
skills before her marriage to John Cann in 1757.
John Cann,20 originally from Salem, Massachusetts,21 made a home
for his family in Overton on the west side of Yarmouth Harbor where
he managed a considerable farm, his own wharf and seven sailing
vessels,22 including six schooners23 and a brig.24 John later acquired a
woodland property forty miles north of Yarmouth in Weymouth, by
which he made a profit selling to the local ship building industry.25
John inherited wealth from his father, also a prosperous sea captain,
who “had rich and noble relations in and about Boston,” according to
his daughter Thankful Amelia Bancroft.26 John and Thankful Cann
provided an upper class upbringing for their six sons and six
daughters, the oldest who was Hannah Corning Cann.
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Loyalites
The Cornings migrated to Nova Scotia just as tensions were
building between the American Colonies and the British Empire.
They were among the many former New Englanders who tried to
remain neutral in the conflict, as they not only had friends and
family on both sides of the bay, but desired to continue trading
with their former home ports of Beverly and Salem,
Massachusetts. During the American Revolution most of the
Cornings remained loyal to their roots, according to Hannah’s
sister Thankful Amelia (Cann) Bancroft (1800-1863). “First our
ancestors were Americans, and John Bull never converted me. Let
me look back, I was a child, I sat on my father’s [John Cann]
knee, I heard him tell my mother [Thankful (Corning)] of his
native land [Beverly, Massachusetts], the longings of his heart to
return to his country. My mother was wedded to her birthplace.”
Thankful (Corning) Cann was also born in Beverly,
Massachusetts, but had moved to Yarmouth with her family before
her second birthday. Thankful’s father Ebenezer also remained
loyal to America during the Revolution, according Thankful
Amelia, who “heard him speak praises of his country and
countrymen and my grandmother [Abigail (Batchelder) Corning]
corroborated all he said.” Letter from Thankful Amelia (Cann)
Bancroft to Jesse Wentworth Crosby, 5 February, 1851. Samuel Wallace
Crosby, Jesse Wentworth Crosby: Mormon Preacher, Pioneer, Man of
God (Boulder, Utah: self-published, 1977) page 30.

Thankful Amelia (Cann) Bancroft in a
photograph taken around 1850.
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A fishing village along Nova Scotia’s southern coast.

Up in Flames
Joshua Crosby and Hannah Cann were a good match, even though
Joshua had little opportunity for formal education.27 Living in a
coastal community taught him how to handle every type of sailing
craft and his navigational skills were naturally acquired by working
alongside his father. His expert seamanship served him and his family
well, allowing Joshua to purchase a comfortable home for Hannah in
time for their 1807 marriage.
The Crosbys lived quiet, contented lives at the edge of Yarmouth
proper where Hannah gave birth to three daughters and two sons over
the next thirteen years. She and Joshua would have lived happily in
Yarmouth for the remainder of their lives, if not for the Great Fire of
1820, a disaster so terrible it destroyed everything for miles around. It
all started in early September after a piece of land had been cleared
and the debris burned. Although the initial fire was safely put out, an
underground layer of peat continued to smolder for days. By the 10th a
southerly breeze created a fire that may have been controllable if the
wind hadn’t increased to near hurricane force, fanning devastating
flames which consumed everything in their path. “We found the
whole shore in flames,” recalled local resident John Wetmore. “We
ran our best, men, women and children flying before the tempest, the
mill, barn and house with twenty acres of land in a blaze, trees falling
in all directions…[people] cried, ‘Which way shall we fly?’ Answer,
‘To the lake.’ Some reached it, other were cut off…husbands and
wives were parted by the fire and smoke and did not meet again until
the next day.”28
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The following morning residents found little more than ashes. The
fire had destroyed the homes, barns, crops, stock and farming
implements of thirty-four families, leaving one hundred and fifty
people “turned out destitute and in want,”29 many of them left with
only the clothes on their backs. “It was a melancholy scene to see
fences swept away, fields of grain, potatoes and turnips all burnt up,
great numbers of cattle sheep and hogs lying dead by or near the road
side,” said John Wetmore, who noted some of the survivors “set out
for Yarmouth on their stocking feet…Where they will go or what
[they] will do this winter I know not; [they have] nothing to eat or
wear.” 30
Joshua was equally concerned with how he would provide for his
wife and children that winter, even with help from the family and
generous relief supplies sent in from all over eastern Canada. Hannah
was only one month away from giving birth to her sixth child, and
with five other children under the age of twelve to care for, their
situation was critical. Immediate food and shelter were readily
provided by family and friends, but even after the settlement was
rebuilt, the Crosbys decided to try their luck somewhere else. 31

Yarmouth Harbor at low tide.
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Ship Shapes
Many types of water craft plied the waves in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, including the following, all used by the seafaring Crosby family:

Brig: a sailing vessel with two square-rigged masts. Fast and
maneuverable, used for both warships and merchant vessels.

Flatboat: a flat-bottomed boat with square ends used to transport
freight and passengers on inland waters.

Schooner: a sailing ship with two or more masts, the
foremast shorter than the main mast.
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Shallop: a light sailboat with one or two sails that is small
enough to row. Used for coastal fishing in shallow waters.

Sloop: a sailboat with a single mast and a fore-and-aft rig.
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Chapter 2

Good News
The Gospel is Declared

Along the shores of Lake Erie near Portland, New York.

W

hat motivated a seaman like Joshua to abandon his home
and extended family remains unknown, but his reasons
were probably based on economics as well as the
devastating fire. There was excited talk about new opportunities
opening up with the daring construction of New York’s Erie Canal,
promising to link shipping traffic between the Great Lakes and New
York City, and with inexpensive land available along the frontier near
Lake Erie the timing seemed right. Joshua disposed of his holdings in
Nova Scotia and broke the news to Hannah.
Portland, New York, was one thousand miles away from Yarmouth,
half of the distance traversable only by rough, rutted roads which
were often little more than improved Indian trails. The wagon Joshua
purchased after sailing to Boston32 provided a bumpy ride that made
walking preferable for anyone who could keep up, but even the oldest
children, fourteen-year old Hannah33 and her twelve-year old sister
Elizabeth,34 weren’t able to make strides that long. They joined the
younger children in wagon’s rear where their mother did her best to
pad the jolts with blankets for John, 35 ten, Obed,36 seven, Frances,37
five, and little Jesse,38 only two years old.
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Several months of life on the road finally ended in late autumn, 1822,
when the Crosby’s wagon rolled to a stop on a wooded lot one mile in
from Lake Erie’s shore.39 There was much work to be done in
clearing and preparing the land for crops, but in between field duties,
Joshua teamed up with his neighbor Simon Burton to build a flatboat
in the barn.40 Floating loads of local products downriver to New
Orleans could be a lucrative business, but also a dangerous one. Many
flatboats met with snags or became trapped in swirling eddies, but
with a sharp lookout for trouble, Joshua and Simon were confident
they could profit from their new venture.
The men loaded up with local products41 and trucked their craft
eleven miles to Chautauqua Lake where their journey began. It often
took two or three months to float all the way to New Orleans, but that
was the easiest part of the trip. Once the cargo had been sold and the
flatboat broken up for lumber, Joshua and Simon began their perilous
trek back north. Most of the journey was made on foot, with constant
glances over their shoulders, wary of any number of thieves and
highway robbers eager to relieve them of their profits. The returns
gained from the venture may not have been worth the trouble, as there
is no mention of either man repeating the experiment.

The Straight and Narrow
Joshua worked hard to support his family, turning his hand to
“various trades as fancy dictated,”42 including carpentry and fishing
when he wasn’t farming.43 As hard as he worked, life on the frontier
was demanding and required the entire family’s efforts to survive.
The children became “accustomed to the toils and hardships of a new
country,” according to Jesse.44 He and his brothers and sisters grew
up with little formal schooling, learning to read at home from
Hannah, who taught her children from the family Bible. “I was taught
especially by my mother, whose tender care was always over me, for
good, from the earliest period of my recollection to practice virtue
and lead an upright and honest life; to speak the truth and deal justly
with all men” said Jesse, who described his parents as having “a
religious turn of mind.”45
The Crosby’s neighbors were also religious, and bound together by
their faith and the rigors of living in a remote country, the Benjamin
Brown and Henry Mumford families became well-acquainted.46
Members from each family often attended meetings held by travelling
ministers as they passed through Chautauqua County, including
gatherings held by men from a new church claiming God had once
again opened the heavens with revelations, restoring his original
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church through the Prophet Joseph Smith. Benjamin Brown was
convinced their message was true and was baptized a member of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints at a conference held seven
miles south of Portland in May, 1835.
Benjamin immediately began preaching the restored gospel to
everybody around him,47 eventually converting everyone in his own
family and most of the Mumford and Crosby families, as well.
Hannah’s daughters Elizabeth and Hanna Mumford were the first
Crosbys to be baptized on 17 June, 1838, followed by Hannah and
Jesse a week later on 24 June, and Obed on the 22 June. Frances was
baptized on 16 December, “a very severe, cold and stormy day and
showed some fortitude on her part,” according to Lorenzo Brown.
John was baptized on 15 February, 1839.48 Meetings were held at the
Brown home where “the Holy Ghost was poured out insomuch that
many were healed of their infirmities, and prophesied, some saw
visions, others spoke in different languages by the gift and power of
God as on the day of Pentecost,” said Jesse.49
Despite such spiritual outpourings, Joshua Crosby remained
unconvinced by the testimonies of his family and friends, as did most
of the people in Chautauqua County, who were quick to ridicule
anyone associated with the “Mormon” church. “I need not, nor can I,
describe the peculiar grief and mortification which was thus drawn
upon the head of our family, being as it were isolated and friendless,
deserted by many that had been considered friends and subject
frequently not only to contempt and scorn, but to insult mingled with
abuse,” said Benjamin’s son Lorenzo.50

An early edition of The Book of Mormon.
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A Miraculous Healing
No matter how much scorn was heaped upon them, the Crosby,
Brown and Mumford families remained loyal to the Lord’s cause and
were determined to join the main body of the church then located in
western Missouri. Their preparations went all winter as they acquired
wagons and teams, stocked food and prepared their land for sale. As
their departure date approached in the spring of 1839, Jesse, John and
their friend Edward Mumford were cutting timber in a nearby forest
when Jesse was struck by a falling branch with such force it
“crush[ed] him to the earth,” said Benjamin Brown. “The violence of
the blow broke in a portion of his skull, forming a hollow about as
large as the palm of a man’s hand. His neck and shoulders were much
injured. Altogether, a more deplorable object I never saw in my
life.”51
Joshua sent for a doctor, “who pronounced Jesse’s case desperate,
unless, on removing the broken part of the skull, it should be found
that the skin of the brain was still entire, when, by using a silver plate
over the exposed portion, a chance might still exist of his life,”
according to Benjamin. “The doctor proceeded to cut into Jesse’s
head for that purpose, but was stopped by his mother, who strongly
objected to this experiment, and sent for me to administer to him. I
was eight miles off and at the time of my arrival he had not spoken,
nor scarcely indicated any signs of life. Going into the room where he
lay, I found it filled with the neighbors, who were mostly enemies of
the church. Sneers and jeers of ‘Here comes the Mormon, we’ll soon
see whether he can heal now.’ saluted my ears on all sides. From a
sign which I had received while on my way, I knew Jesse would
recover...I cleared the house of all but Jesse’s relatives and
administered to him in the name of the Lord. Jesse then recovered
sufficiently to speak, after which he fell into a peaceful sleep and
before morning was altogether better.” 52

Joshua and Hannah Crosby
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Gathering with the Saints
Even his son’s miraculous healing failed to soften Joshua’s heart, and
he joined with the neighbors in discouraging his family from moving
over a thousand miles away to church headquarters. “Before leaving,
our neighbors called often and remonstrated with us for taking, as
they thought, such a random journey,” recalled Jesse. “One said,
‘Have you read the news? Why the Missourians and the Mormons are
at war, they are killing and destroying, and will you persist in going
and running into danger and death?’” 53 Persecutions against the
church had forced the Saints from their stronghold in Kirtland, Ohio,
forcing them to abandon the temple they had worked so diligently to
build, and now thousands were being driven from their new
settlements in Missouri, but nothing could keep the new converts
from joining with their fellow Saints. Hannah and her six children
refused Joshua’s appeals to remain in Portland, agreeing to leave with
the Browns and Mumfords in mid-April, 1839.54
The company of fifteen travelers made their way westward, “meeting
reports constantly that the Mormons were driven, broken up, and
destroyed, and that if we persisted in going to the seat of war, we
should meet with the same fate,” said Jesse, “but nothing could daunt
our courage. Our course was onward.”55 Several weeks of travel
brought them to Kirtland, Ohio, which stood almost deserted after the
departure of the Saints They were most impressed by the temple, “a
fine stone building with these words neatly engraved in front:
‘HOUSE OF THE LORD,’” said Jesse. “It was now unoccupied,
together with most of the private dwellings of the town. We entered
the temple and beheld the fixtures, the curtains, the seats, etc., with
astonishment, being so different from anything we had before seen
and being, as we believed, built by revelation and commandment of
God. Our hearts were filled with gratitude to God, that we were thus
highly favored to live in the day when the voice of the Lord was again
heard out of the heavens, and with bosoms burning with the
intelligence of God, we still prosecuted our journey westward in order
to join the presidency and main body of the Church with whom the
oracles of God had been entrusted.”56
As they neared the Mississippi River after three weeks of travel, the
Crosbys, Browns and Mumfords met a party of missionaries on their
way east. The entire church was now moving toward Commerce,
Illinois, a small town Joseph Smith had designated the new
headquarters. The Prophet had recently purchased large tracts of land
in the area, inviting all of the faithful to join him there in building a
community where they could worship God as they pleased. The
Portland company accordingly redirected their course, arriving in
what would soon be known as Nauvoo on 6 June. 57
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Journey’s End
Much to their surprise, instead of “meeting the Saints in comfortable
circumstances as we had expected to find them in Missouri, they were
overcome with hardships and fatigue,” said Jesse. 58 Many families
were living in tents and wagons, surrounded by a disease infested
swamp. Jesse Crosby, determined to provide for his family members
under these circumstances, “walked about the place. The sight was
beautiful, though uncultivated and for the most part, covered with
timber, brush and grapevines. I procured a lot and commenced to
build a house for myself, mother and sister, who had journeyed with
me, a short distance back from the Mississippi and near the residence
of Joseph Smith.”59
The entire month of June was spent clearing land, fencing property,
building homes and planting crops. “The brush and encumbrances
soon melted away before the persevering hand of industry and houses
sprung into being on every hand,” said Jesse, but it wasn’t long before
the Saint’s high spirits were dampened by disease as malaria spread
so rapidly through the community “there weren’t enough well people
to care for all of them,” Frances recalled. 60 Scores of people were
taken sick with “ague,” shaking with chills and burning with fever for
days or weeks before they either recovered or died.
Among those who fell ill around the end of June were fifty-five year
old Hannah and her friend Zina Huntington.61 Just before both women
were stricken with malaria, Hannah predicted their deaths. Zina’s son
Oliver recalled how Hannah “walked across the room taking my
mother by the hand, said to her, ‘Here is my heart and here is my
hand to meet you in that heavenly land where we shall part no more.
That is right, to you Mother Huntington.’ At the time it looked so
strange, but how true was the saying.”62
Hannah succumbed to malaria at sunset on 8 July, 1839, the first
Latter-day Saint to die in Nauvoo. Zina Huntington died at sunrise the
next morning. Hannah’s children were devastated by their mother’s
loss. Now after having left behind their home and father, the Crosbys
were forced to carry on without their beloved mother. “Oh, the sad,
bitter and earnest realities of those days of anguish. How was it
possible for humanity to attain strength to endure them?” said
Frances.63 The family and friends of both women gathered for
Nauvoo’s first funeral sermon, preached from the back of wagon by
Sidney Rigdon.64 Hannah and Zina were buried side-by-side in a
small plot in the Durphy Street cemetery.
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Dust to Dust
Hannah Crosby and Zina Huntington were laid to rest in
Nauvoo’s original cemetery on Durphy Street, where the earliest
inhabitants of Commerce were buried, as well as most of the
Saints who died soon after the city was renamed Nauvoo.
These graves were relocated to a new cemetery on higher ground
north of Mulholland Street in 1849, two years after the Saints had
moved west to Salt Lake City. Many graves were and remain
unmarked. While a sexton’s list of burials exists for the new
location, it does not include the names of those who were
reinterred from the old cemetery. (Letter from James L. Kimball, Jr.,
to Melvin S. Crosby, 10 July, 1985. This letter contained an enclosure of
Xeroxed pages from an unsourced book pertaining to the Old Nauvoo
Cemetery. Copy held by Shelley Dawson Davies.)

The Old Nauvoo Burial Grounds, where the remains
of Nauvoo’s earliest residents were reinterred.
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Directed by Hannah’s Hand
Frances Crosby Brown was called to work in the St. George
temple in 1877 by Brigham Young. “During this time,” she wrote,
“I received all the blessing pertaining to the everlasting covenant
and have done the entire work for my dead so far as I have found
them. I have traced my father’s and mother’s families back four
generations to the time of their first emigration from England and
have been mainly instrumental in the baptisms and endowments
for more than six hundred of my relatives. I have had no
particular manifestations by dream or visions, but as I have been
seriously and earnestly engaged in this work, there has been an
influence working with me and urging me forward in a way that I
have been able to learn of my ancestry in a most marvelous
manner and in such a way that I am forced to believe that the key
is my mother.” Frances Crosby Brown, “Frances Crosby Brown,”
undated typescript. Copy held by Shelley Dawson Davies.

The St. George Temple soon after its completion.
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Chapter 3

Family Frictions
Joshua and Melinda

Joshua’s farm was located near Brockton,
close to Lake Erie’s shores.

oshua was stunned by his family’s decision to abandon him and
the good home he had provided for them.65 After thirty-two years
of loyalty and diligent work, he was left alone, wondering how
the preaching of missionaries from a strange new religion had led
away his wife and children. Joshua not felt lonely and deserted, but
needed help running the farm. He remarried several years after
Hannah and the children left, choosing Melinda Lewis,66 a widow
twenty-three years his junior.67

J

The Crosby farmhouse was once again a lively place with Melinda’s
six children:68 Fidelia,69 fifteen; James,70 eleven; Laura Ann,71 eight;
Nancy,72 six; and three-year old twin girls Helen73 and Harriet.74
Melinda added two more daughters to the family: Emma,75 born in
March, 1845, and Ella, 76 born in March, 1849. 77
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The Crosby household faced the usual challenges of stepfamilies,
complicated by Joshua’s difficult and eccentric personality.78 Fidelia
left home to marry at the early age of sixteen, before her mother’s
union to Joshua was even a year old.79 James, Nancy and Helen were
all living elsewhere by 1850.80 Seventeen-year old James had
probably left to seek his own way in the world,81 and twelve-year old
Nancy could have been “put out” to work with a nearby family, but
why eight-year old twin Helen was not living at home is more
difficult to understand.82

A Visit to the West
Joshua and Melinda were surprised to receive a visit from Jesse in
1852, who was travelling through upstate New York on one of his
many missions. Jesse had stopped by his father’s farm on several
previous mission trips, but this visit was different. While he was still
unsuccessful in converting his father or his new wife, Jesse did
persuade Joshua to visit his children and grandchildren in Utah.
Joshua agreed to accompany Jesse west on his return home the next
spring, but when Jesse stopped by the Crosby farm in April, 1853,
Joshua had already left.83 Jesse hurried on, catching up to his father at
the staging point of Keokuk, Iowa.
Joshua joined Jesse and the seventy-nine converts he was leading to
Utah in the William Atkinson Company, which pulled out of Keokuk
on 18 May, 1853.84 Joshua was by now seventy years old, and
although he was fit from farm work, walking over a thousand miles
across the plains was not easy for a man of his age. He was by far the
oldest member of the company, but Joshua’s participation in the
journey was made even more remarkable by his willingness to make
such a trek for the sake of a temporary visit.

The William Atkinson Company entered the Salt Lake Valley on 10
September 1853, after three months on the trail. Jesse wasted no time
in taking his father to the Mumford home in Salt Lake City where
Hannah and her family gladly welcomed the pair for a reunion
dinner.85 It had been almost fifteen years since Joshua had seen
Hannah, Elizabeth, John and Frances.86 His children were now
married with families of their own, and with all of them living Salt
Lake City, Joshua spent the winter of 1853-1854 getting to know his
seventeen grandchildren.
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Joshua learned much about the Mormons during his sojourn in Utah,
but remained stubbornly unconverted. After bidding farewell to his
family in the spring of 1854, 87 he joined an eastward wagon train,
walking in reverse the same thousand miles of prairie he had crossed
less than a year before. Joshua travelled the remaining seven hundred
miles back to Portland by water and rail, arriving at his farm by
autumn.

The countryside near Apple River, Illinois.

Melinda Goes Her Way
Joshua’s return home was marred by the tensions which had existed
for some time in his marriage. Melinda had been left alone for over a
year to manage the farm and children while Joshua was out west, and
now that her husband was back, she not only had to endure his stern
and unmovable personality, but his constant talk about the Mormons
and his family out west. The difficulties in the Crosby home
continued to escalate until Melinda left Joshua around 1857,88 taking
her daughters Harriet, Emma and Ella to live in Apple River, Illinois,
a small community at the edge of Wisconsin’s border, where James
had taken a position as district school teacher.89 Joshua, now seventysix years old, found himself once again left without a wife or
children.90
Five years after Melinda’s departure, she returned to Portland to sign
papers deeding what remained of the Crosby property to a pair of
local residents.91 Her relationship with Joshua was so strained she and
her former husband appeared separately to finalize the sale,92 after
which Melinda promptly returned to Apple River.
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Three months later James was swept into the army with the Civil War
in September, 1862.93 Melinda remained with her daughter-in-law,
Harriet,94 helping care for her two-year old grandchild, Arthur.95 Even
after James’ return from the war in the summer of 1865,96 Melinda
stayed on with James and Harriet, lending a hand with the household
and grandchildren as they were added to the family.97 Hattie married
in 1861, settling with her husband nearby in Warren, Illinois. Ella
eventually moved in with Hattie and her family;98 Emma remained
with her mother in the Lewis household until her own marriage in
1875.
Melinda’s position with James and his wife remained secure. She
remained with James and Harriet until her death at the age of seventyseven on 20 October, 1883. She was buried in Townsend Cemetery in
Stockton, Illinois.99

Melinda’s grave in the Townsend, Illinois, cemetery.
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Chapter 4

Zion at Last
Final Crossing

Joshua Crosby in 1864, the year he was
finally baptized into the church.

J

oshua carried on alone for five years before deciding to sell out
and join his children in Utah. By then he had defended the
Mormons against their Chautauqua County detractors for so long
he began to sympathize with the Saints and eventually converted
himself to their doctrines.100 He once again prepared to travel almost
two thousand miles from Portland to Salt Lake City, this time at the
age of eighty.
Joshua arrived at Florence, Nebraska, during the summer of 1863,
where it wasn’t hard locating a Mormon wagon train headed west. He
approached a group of immigrants organizing in the Daniel D.
McArthur Company, scheduled to head out the 6th of August.101 “Do
you know anyone out in Utah named Crosby?” Joshua asked one of
the men, who replied “Yes, there is a Crosby boy down there shoeing
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his break blocks.” By chance, the McArthur Company was a “Dixie
Train,” organized and led by teamsters from southern Utah, where
Jesse had since settled. His sixteen-year old George102 couldn’t have
been more surprised when an elderly man walked up to him, asking
who his father was. “’Jesse W. Crosby,’ answered George. ‘Then I
am your grandfather and I have come to see if you wouldn’t take me
out to Utah, so I can see my children,’” replied Joshua.103
By the time the Daniel D. McArthur wagon train reached Salt Lake
City in early October, 1863, the autumn leaves had begun to fade and
there was a chill in air. Joshua made plans to spend the winter
alternating visits with Hannah and Edward Mumford104 in the city,
and John and Mary Jane,105 who had since relocated twelve miles
north in the farming community Bountiful. During the summer of
1864, Joshua travelled south to Pine Valley, thirty miles north of St.
George, where he spent some time with Frances and Lorenzo Brown.
He eventually accepted Jesse and Hannah’s106 invitation to live with
them in St. George that winter.107

The family of Jesse Wentworth Crosby in front of Jesse’s
St. George home around 1896.
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There was plenty of room for Joshua in Jesse’s big red rock house.
Jesse had recently added a large two story section to the front of the
house, allowing Hannah to rent out rooms to paying guests as they
travelled through town.108 Joshua was comfortable living his last
years in St. George, watching as the temple was being built nearby.
Having received his endowments at Salt Lake City in 1866,109 he
looked forward to attending this new temple upon its completion.
Joshua continued to visit Frances and Lorenzo in Pine Valley from
time to time. Lorenzo noted Joshua was “hearty to eat, but feeble in
his legs & cannot get around much”110 on his final visit to the Brown
household in May, 1872. A month later, on 22 June, 1874, Joshua’s
legendary strength finally gave out. He died at the age of ninety-one
and was buried in the St. George Cemetery.111
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Thankful Amelia [Bancroft], 5-6.

CORNING

This index lists the names of people
related to Joshua Crosby, Hannah
Corning (Cann) Crosby and Melinda
Haven (Sawyer) Lewis Crosby.
Women are listed under both their
maiden names (in parentheses) and
married names [in brackets].

Abigail (Batchelder), 5-6.
David, 5.
Ebenezer, 5-6.
Thankful [Cann], 5-6.

B

CROSBY

BANCROFT

Elizabeth Ellenwood [Terrill]
[Williams], 13, 15, 24.

Thankful Amelia (Cann), 5-6.

Ella Josephine, 23, 25-26.
Emma (Mattingly), 5, 26.

BATCHELDER

Emma Alice, 23, 25.

Abigail [Corning], 5-6.

Frances [Brown], 13, 15, 18, 20, 24, 30.
George Henry, 30.

BROWN

Hannah Cann [Mumford], 13, 15, 24, 30.

Frances (Crosby), 13, 15, 18, 20, 24, 30.

Hannah Corning (Cann), 4, 6-8, 15-20, 23.

Lorenzo, 15, 30.

James, 5.
Jesse Wentworth, 13-18, 24, 30-31.

BURTON

John Knowles, 13, 15-16, 24, 30.
Fidelia (Lewis), 23-24.
Joshua, 4, 7-8, 13-17, 23-25, 29-30.
Knowles, 5.

C

Lemuel, 5.

CANN

Mary Jane (Johnson), 30.

Hannah Corning [Crosby], 4, 6-8, 15-20,
23.

Melinda Haven (Sawyer) [Lewis], 23-26.
Obed, 13.

John, 5.
Thankful (Corning), 5-6.
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H

M

HAVEN
MATTINGLY

Melinda (Sawyer) [Lewis] [Crosby], 2326.

Emma [Crosby], 5, 26.

J

MUMFORD

JOHNSON

Edward, 16, 30.

Mary Jane [Crosby], 30.

Hannah Cann (Crosby), 13, 15, 24, 30.

L

S

LEWIS

SAWYER

Arthur James, 26.

Melinda Haven [Lewis] [Crosby], 23-26.

Fidelia [Burton], 23-24.
Harriet “Hattie” Alvira [Townsend], 26.

STANFIELD

Harriet Almira (Stebbins), 23, 25.

Nancy Maria (Lewis) [Stanfield], 23-24.

Helen Belmira [Lyons], 23-24.

STEBBINS

James Sawyer, 22-26.
Harriet Almira [Lewis], 23, 25.

Laura Ann [York], 23.
Melinda Haven (Sawyer) [Crosby], 23-26.
Nancy Maria [Stanfield], 23-24.

T
TERRILL

LYONS
Elizabeth Ellenwood (Crosby) [Williams],
13, 15, 24.

Helen Belmira (Lewis), 23-24.

TOWNSEND
Harriet “Hattie” Alvira (Lewis), 26.
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W

Y

WILLIAMS

YORK

Elizabeth Ellenwood (Crosby) [Terrill],
13, 15, 24.

Laura Ann (Lewis), 23
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